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Top knots, Heidi braids, French twists, oh my! Chic hair is all the rage from the runways to the blogs

to the city streets. This book pulls together 80 classic and contemporary styles and provides

step-by-step tutorials for each one. Trendsetters from teens to professionals will love mixing up the

looks for parties, the office, a casual beach day, or an elegant night out. Simple how-to illustrations

take the guesswork out of styling, while glossy fashion photographs demonstrate how to tailor and

accessorize each 'do. With advice for different hair types and lengths plus product tips and fun

variations, Braids, Buns, and Twists! is the must-have beauty resource for showstopping hair.
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"Must-read hair bible."-LifestyleMirror.com"This book should be every hair hopper's new

bible."-BUST Magazine"This book of braids is everything we've ever wanted."-Refinery29"Not only

does Butcher's tome provide dozens of covetable styles ready for rocking day to day or at a special

event, but the way she breaks the steps down make the looks actually seem possible."-FOAM

Magazine

Christina Butcher is the creator of Hair Romance (hairromance.com), a blog that boasts more than

120,000 unique monthly visitors. She lives in Sydney, Australia.

I originally saw this book in December at a high-end stationer and thought it would make a cute

stocking-stuffer for the ladies in my family. The book is divided into chapters: buns, ponytails, braids

and up-dos. Each page offers a different style of braid, ponytail, bun, etc. complete with pictures,



illustrations and text. Some of the styles are elaborate but due to space on the page, the styles

suffer from an accurate amount of directions to complete the style quickly. The tutorials are great at

mentioning what styling product works best with each type of hair and the buyer should note that

specific tools are used to make certain hair styles: a topsytail tool, bun or "donut", specific bobby

pins, hair ties, etc. so the buyer may want to consider grabbing a few of these items at a beauty

supply store to make this gift the complete package. The book is a paperback book with a durable,

hardcover and measures approximately 9" x 7" with close to 200 pages. Please note: I saw this

book for $19.95 at a stationary shop and was able to purchase it on .com for about $12.00 the week

before Christmas (with free, Prime shipping). It certainly pays to do your comparison research!

This has some very cute and different hair styles featured. The only problem is that you really do

need someone to help youcomplete the different styles. Only three or four of the Braids, Buns, and

Twists are possible to complete by yourself. This isa good book if you have several friends over and

can help each other.

This is a book that I was thrilled to find before going to my brother's wedding! I didn't really know

how I wanted to do my hair, but I definitely wanted it to be elegant! I chose a French Twist, & it

looked AMAZING! I added pearl Bobby pins to the twist, & it was decidedly elegant!

This is a fantastic book and it has been able to inspire me to create even more hairstyles. Four stars

mainly because I think you really tend to need longer hair to get the more interesting braids done

with proper effect, but it is still plenty useful if you're short-haired working on a friend's/client's longer

tresses.

So this book is just a compilation of hairstyles. The author does not actually do these styles or have

real pics to demonstrate how-to. In fact, several of the pictures in this book are from a different hair

book by Abby Smith (who does her own photos, hair, and step-by-step picture demonstration). Very

disappointing book. I advise everyone to buy one of Abby's books.

Great book. Bought it as a Christmas gift for my 13 year old daughter. She loves it!

So cute!! Many of the hairstyles are easy but some of them are pretty tricky. I have been practicing

every morning and I have gotten a few of them down! It is a well made book with pictures and



instructions...perfect for a girl with long hair and no hair talent. hahahah

"Braids, Buns,.." is perfect for anyone needing a little updo inspiration. As a hairdresser, I keep the

downloaded version on my ipad to show clients, along w/other stylists the how-to's.
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